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Wolves find home as JCU mascot
Joseph M. Guay
Assistant News Editor

John Carroll will officially unveil its new mascot, a pair of
wolves, at the Homecoming festivities this weekend.
''This project has been two
years in the making," said Pete
Bernardo, director of Alumni Relations. ''The team is still the blue
streaks, but now we have a specific
mascot, the two wolvcl;."
According to Bernardo, the
mascot selection process initially
began with a suggestton made by
Tony DeCarlo, director of the

athletics department.
"He [DeCarlo) expressed concern that the teams didn ' t have a
mascot to get the fans
excited at the games,"
said Bernardo. "Our
office then sponsored a
contest asking for suggestions from students
and alumni."
Bernardo said he re-

Homecoming activities.
The wol ves were selected

wolves. An artist was commissioned and a plan was set to introduce the new mascot at this year's

Professors clash over health plan
Derek Diaz
News Ecfrtor

One thumb down and two
thumbs up. That is the official
rating by an unofficial John Carroll
Univcr ity lhink·tankof President
Bill Clinton's recently released
health care program.
The members of the unofficial
think-tank, two political science
professors and one economics
professor, voiced conflicting ideas
over the ideological and the practical basis of Clinton's plan.
Dr. Larry Cima, chairman of

the department of economics and
finance, said government intervention in the health care system
would only aggravate problems
further.
"It bas been my experience that
when the federal government gets
involved in something, then expenditures go up," Cima explained. "What [Clinton's) plan is
doing is using the government's
power to force individuals to give
up their individual rights to seek
health insurance as they see fit. If
I could, I'd make a plea to the

Carroll Dlailroorn
in1proves operations
Todd Guth
Staff Reporter

A modified plan of operations
and an increased work force has
enabled the John carroll University mailroom to increase its efficiency in processing incoming and
outgoing mail.
JCU mailroom and copy center
supervisor Tom Reilley attributed
the boost in processing of mail to
the addition of a new full -time
employee and several work-study
students.
"The regular employees are
freed up to handle the operations
of the mail room as a result of the
part-time students' handling of the
distribution of packages," said
Reilley. "Full-time employees can
concentrate upon the processing
of the university's metered mail
sent out by various departments
and also can keep track of the
mailroom's finances."
A computer system used by the
part-timestudent workers helps to
process packaf!es and other forn1s
of mail quickly.
Reilley noted that the computer
-cc ·r 'i the I) pc of mai package,

envelope. CO/tape, etc. and then
prints out a yellow card to be sent
to the recipient.
"The opentng of the new
package distribution room pre-

president to seek all market-based
solutions before resorting to government intervention in the health
care system ."
Cima noted that the largest costs
in health care occur in government programs such as Medicare
and Medicaid. According toCima,
health care costs did not begin to
skyrocket until the 1950s, after
the implementation of Medicare
and Medicaid programs.
Political science professor Dr.
Andreas Sobisch stressed that
government intervention is essentlalto reforming the health care
system.
" Health care ts not a system
that lends 11scl ftocompetttton very
well." Sobisch satd. ··we need to
usc the government as a mean-.
for providing health security. It
mtght be inefficient. but that
mtght be a trade-off worth making if the result is greater security
for everyone."
See HEALTH, p age 5

seal, which features the
paternal coat of arms of
Loyola and the maternal coat ofarmsofOnaz.
The Loyola arms displays two wolves surrounding a pot.
" We decided on two
wolves because of the
crest and because we're
a co-ed university," said
Bernardo. "We've even
joked about naming one
Lobo and the other Olla."
Public Affairs, the university
bookstore and the athletic department are currently working to-

getber to promote the new mascot. T -shirts featuring the new
mascot will be on sale during
Homecoming weekend, and the
bookstore will soon be incorporating the wolves into JCU merchandise.
Two live wolves arc tentatively
scheduled to make an appearance
during the halftime ceremony at the
homecoming game this Saturday.
Also wolf costumes have been
ordered so the mascot can work
with the cheerleaders and the fans
at later sporting events.
"I think thewolfisan ideal choice,"
said Bernardo. "Itsignifies teamwork,
loyalty and dedication to the pack.
Wolves are also known for being
such fierce survivors."

Pass/fail option
Meghan Gourley
Editor-In-Chief

Faculty members were unable
come
to an agreement on the
to
pass/fail option after discussion at
last Wednesday's Faculty Forum
meeting.
The debate was continued from
last spring as professors couldn't
agree on whether the pass/fail
option should conttnue to be offered.
Gerald Weinstein. Academic
Pohctcs comminee, presented a
bill that would decrease the
maximum pass/fail hours available from 24 to 12, applied to
only non-core classes, and offering 11 only to thOliC students in
junior standing.

vents long lines from forming at E:::::ll::!::---11111!!~~-~~------~
the mailroom window, which
handles the typical mailroom
business." Reilley said. "First class
mail, magazines, and university
mail are now being distributed to
the student and the faculty mailboxes by II o'clock in the morning."
Reilley stated that," the goal of
the mailroom is to be totally caught
up every day."
Reilley admitted that the
mailroom may not always run
perfectly, but a hard-working,
dedicated staff has made the difference in recent progress.
And in the future, Reilley
hopes to install an accounting
system in the mail room to handle
the billing of university departments and to eventually create
'itudent mailrooms in each JCU
Senior Wayne Stein grills out at East Hall
rc:.idcncc hall

The bill was proposed as ares ult of a study done on the
option which showed that over 50
percent of classes taken as pass/
fail were philosophy courses.
Paul Shick, Mathematics and
Computer Science professor, said
that students would have few options for utilizmg the pass/fail
option if the new bill were to pass.
" I would be uncomfortable
s1gning up a student for a challenging upper level course. not in
their maJOr. knowing that the student did not have the option to
take it pass/fat!," said Shick.
Shick suggested that an
advisor's signature be required to
take a course pass/fail. but profesSee FACULTY, page 5
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[lommentary
Where are we? JC or ND?
Nobody asked me . . . but
The last time I walked towards the AD
Building, I didn't see a gold dome atop
the clock tower. Nor have I seen the
ghost of Knute Rockne strolling around
the Quad.
So what's with this fanatical fascination some of us have with the university
located four and a half hours to our west
ia South Bend?
Now Thave no pro 1em with having an
lol Projects Editor
admiration for schools other than our
own, but this has gone too far.
How far has this paranoia gone? Well let me provide some
examples.
1 bet more people can recite the starting lineup of Notre
Dame's 1988 national championship team than can tell me who
John Carroll was. John Carroll was ... urn ... aah ... shoot... Toney
Rice, Anthony Johnson, Mark Green, etc ... .
When we think of a rocket, do we think of a device
propelled by the ejection of matter? Heck no. The only rocket we
know is Rocket Ismail. Remember that punt return that was called
back against Colorado? Wow!!
Quick.. Which is easier, reciting the seven continents or
the seven Heisman Trophy winners from Notre Dame?
Okay, enough questions. When I was in Florida this past
Spring Break, a couple of friends and I met some football players
from Notre Dame. They were easy to spot - adorned with NO hats
and watches from the most recent bowl game. I would have
mistaken them for guys from JCU except for the fact that they were
all about 6'3" and 250 pounds.
We struck up a conversation. The NO guys asked us
where we went to school. "John Carroll," my friend replied, "it's
like a little Notre Dame." That sent shivers down my spine.
Now, I do acknowledge the facl that there arc some
similarities between John Carroll and Notre Dame. Both were
founded upon Christian/Catholic principles. Both offer an excellent education. Even the school colors arc the same. But that's
where the similarities end.
I also acknowledge the fact that many students have
friends or family who attend or have attended Notre Dame. My
point is not 10 damage the reputatiOn of Notre Dame.
It's sad when more students are going to Notre Dame
games than JCU games. It's sad when "Under the Tarnished
Dome" is read more frequently than our textbooks. It's sad when
you hear "Go Fighin' Irish" more than "Go Streaks." I'm sorry, but
my idea of Fightin' Irish are the guys down on Lee Road on
Saturday nights.
Did I anger all you Notre Dame fans? Good, it's time to wake up
and realize we'renot in South Bend anymore, Toto. Maybe we can
all reconcile our differences by watchtng a movie in the Wolf & Pot
during finals. I hear "Rudy" will be on videocassette then.

......

&~

Welcome to East: Men Beware!

Anonymous ideas lack merit
"We won, they lost. By right of conquest we can do whatever the hell we want."
Neatly typed, with a border around the edges, these words were hung on Dr. Edward Carome' s
door in response to his "Maybe Now You Know How Native Americans feel" sign.
Curiously Jacking, though, was the name of the person who felt this way.
Apparently, to the author of this sign who cowers in anonymity, "doing whatever the
hell we want" means stating opinions without having the courage to back them up.
Rather than entering a rational, intellectual discussion (the kind which are supposed to flourish
at universities like ours), this person decided to disa~wt~~~~-ltWt8PM!IM~~ejMII•Illtli!!ltiiililll~
Thi s is neither bravery nor confidence in one's ideas. It is sad.
In a similar instance, someone scrawled "I Love Chief Wahoo" on the same "Maybe
Now You Know How Native Americans Feel" sign posted in the Multicultural Affairs
Department. This defacement of another's property, of another's ideas, was even more
disgusting than the anonymous sign on Dr. Carome's door.
These exhibitions of disrespect contradict everything a university represents. Controversial issues should not be avoided, rather, they should be discussed in dorms, in classes, with
professors and at forums like the one sponsored by Multicultural Affairs yesterday.
We've come to John Carroll for an education which provides more than practical skills,
but which opens our minds and allows us to formalize thoughts through open discussion.
An education like this involves contemplation, exploration and respect.
Respect. It seems to be lacking at John Carroll.

Rape signs insult rather than attract
For the past few weeks, rape seminars have been conducted in each of the residence
halls. The issues discussed include gender roles, the difference between rape and intercourse,
etc.
For several weeks now, signs for the seminar have been posted in East hall. Throughout
the women's floors, the signs read "Do you know what to do when a friend gets raped?" "Rape
is only a sex crime." Very legitimate signs that attract students.
Throughout the men's floors, the signs read much differently: "Men in East: Do you
know when you have gone too far?" "Men in East: Did you know that only 5% of women
scream when they are being raped?" These present quite a different picture.
Undoubtedly, the point of this seminar was not to "male bash," even though the signs
made it seem that way. But was it necessary to make men feel like criminals in order to get
their attention? Do accusations really encourage anyone to participate in educational
seminars?
These seminars are being held at colleges across the country; at some schools
workshops are mandatory at orientations. Workshops like these where sensitive issues like
rape are discussed are worthwhile and should be attended.
East Hall Council recognizes that the signs were perhaps offensive to some, and
apologizes for any misunderstandings. In future situations, we must remember that attacking
people does not combat apathy.
Talking about rape is a good thing. For both men and women. But we can't possibly
teach if no one shows up to .listen.

FORUM
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Chief Justice thanks
community for relief efforts
To the Editor:
T would Hke to take this opportunity to thank
everyone for their generous support in our two week
drive for the Midwest noO<J victims. Combining
Mass collections, the RA's efforts, and the M&M
guessing contest, we raised over $1 000 for the flood
victims. Considering this money came almost solely
from the students, $1000 dollars is remarkable.
I would like to give special recognition to the
Resident Assistants who raised over $500. Murphy
Hall in particular deserves pra•se for its united
efforts to raise $50 per hall. It has been said that the
RA's represent what is best in John Carroll University. Their efforts in this cause certainly give
testimony to that claim.
Thanks for the contributions. The JCU student
body has proven its commitment to the JesuH 1deal
of acting as "Men and Women for others."
John Cranley- Student Union Chief Justice
Class of 1996

Student Union officers call for
F.O.C.U.Sed students
To the Editor:
The Student Union would like to officially announce the Families ofCleveland United by Students
(F.O.C.U.S.) drive.
We are coordinating a school-wide effort to feed
fifty families with $200 worth of food during the
week of Thanksgiving. We hope to accomplish this
goal by taking collections offood and money in each
of the Residence Halls, through fundraising efforts
in the Atrium during Parent's Weekend and Homecoming, and through local canvassing in University
Hei~inleiestedinbelpingout this
~~~~ io'fiU a service requirement will

J.M 9PRw;tu)lity t.Q
tion to
The food will be delivered to the families on
Saturday. Nov. 20. This will be the weekend right
before Thanksgiving Break. We need all the help we
can get to deliver and collect the food and money.
This drive is a great way to get involved on
campus, to meet new friends, and to help people in
need. If you are interested please come to the next
organiz.ational meeting held at9:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
October 5 in the Jardine Room or stop by the Student
Union office and sign up for a committee.
Student Union Executive Officers
JIJ, · ( ·ano/1 .\'n,' ,,~..·l~.:nm~..·, h.·lh.'h lo th~.o·nlllnr. a' il
~111 I\\

j,

nur \\~t~ of
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Would Jack Kerouac be caught
dead shopping at the Gap?
Elizabeth McDonald
Forum Edito r

Recently, several magazmcs have been running
ads for the Gap which show Jack Kcrouac leaning up
agamst the s1deof a building. w1th s1mply the sentence
"Ke rouac wore khakis."
The first thmg I did when I saw this ad ( which ~as .
inc1denta ll} man issue of Ve\\ ,m eek) was laugh. To
me, the Gap and Kerouac. one of the onginal 50' s
beatnick authors, do not even slightly go hand in
hand.
I do not mean to suggest so much that Kerouac
would necessarily reject the ideals of commercialism
that the ad seems to represent. althoug h he may. I
can' t really say though becau.,e I d•dn't know the
man.
I would like to think he would be amused.
I just don't think Kerouac was very interested in
shopping. Coffee shops seem more his thing.
I think the more interesting point here is just what
this ad seems to represent about our society and the
way we perceive these pop culture icons. If this ad
had run in 1955 or so, at the time Kerouac was writing,
the typical reaction would have been e ither "Jack
who?" or perhaps. "He is certainly not a suitable role
model."
At the time he was living, he was only accepted by
the outcasts of society. But now, in 1993, Kerouac
has become a symbol (for those who know who he is),
of the "Wandering Spirit," something that is uniquely
American. He seems to be becoming much more
mainstream, much more cool, in an almost James
Dean or Marilyn Monroe sort of way.
Is the Gap really trying to promote the lifestyle that
Kerouac led: followin~ the Zen .Philoso.Ph)' of life.
A pleJa kdrinkingandhitchhik.in a ro America?
~.sit more just tlJe J~ that'he ~to be i tfiifrfigindividuaJ in his innovative writing style and his
attitude toward life, and now that he is safely gone and
buried, he can be made into whatever kind of image
we want by advertisers and we, the public, believe it.
People are much easier to admire once they are
dead. Then their linle imperfections do not get in the
way as much.
I do not mean to criticize the Gap; it was an
effective advertising technique. It's not even so much
that Kerouac probably would never have stepped into
the store in the 50's, had it existed. (I'm pretty sure
you would not find him there today either, if he was
alive.)
Although personally I do not think he would have
ever entered the Gap, maybe this is more on account
of the fact that he was rather poor than that he would
not like the clothes. Perhaps he did wear khakis, but
only God can say where he actually would have

Featuring
a fiction reading by ...

Mary Grimm
author of Left To Themselves

Mark Winegardner

~I

shopped to obtain them?
Overall, I think it is a good ad, interesting, and even
slightly humorous. And hey. if this ad can inspire a
few loyal Gap shoppers to read "On the Road." I think
that's great

HOiAICOiAIMG
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Friday, October 1, 1993
4:00p.m.
6:00

• Women's Soccer
•IPT 20th Year Reunion
Reception
• Homecoming Rally
• Blue/Gold Reception
• Hall of Fame Dinner
• Blue/Gold Nightcap

6:30
7:30
11:00

Saturday, October 2, 1993
9:00a.m.

• Close Belvoir Boulevard
• McCarthy Fund Soccer
Game
• IPT Flag Football and
Basketball Games
• Reunion Committee
Meetings
• Homecoming Block Party

9:30

10:00
11:00

Resident Assistant
~

........=- •

12:00 noon

2:00p.m.
5:00
6:00
6:30

• Student Union Reunion
• IPT Reunion Party
• Resident Hall and Booth
Decoration Judging
• JCU vs. Ohio Northem
• Homecoming game Ends
• Block Party Ends
• Student Union
Homecoming Dance
• IPT Reception and Dance

Sunday, October 3, 1993
10:30 p.m.

• IPT Memorial Mass and
Brunch
,.
I

~--THE CLEVELAND PLAY HOUS~~~
THE LAB COMPANY
T1u: Premiere Sf!tiMIII

111E SEAGULL

author of Prophet of the Sandlots

by Aatoa Cbddlov

8 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 5,
SAC Conference Room

11IE BALTIMORE WALTZ

Admission: $10; Students: $5

THELOWERROOMS

Odoller 14. 15, ... 16

l 00% of proceeds to hunger relief.

THE NATIONAL RFADING
Share Our Strength's
Literary Benefit for Hunger Relief

Sponso~d

•

notionally by

...and locally by Campus M imstry
and the JCU English Deptanmcnt

by Paula Vogel
~l3.14aad15

by Eliza Andenoo
~19.20...tll

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
THREE PLAYS FOR THE PRICE OF TWO
MOVIESII!
$15.00 RESERVED SEATS
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL
THE BOX OFFICE AT (216) 795-7000

FORUM
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Clinton•s health care solution sparks controversy
lONE VIEW:! Presidential plan creates problems, addresses others
Bob Sand~r~ic:!!k~---
Forum Writer

Almost everyone now agrees that the
health care system in the United States
needs to be refonned. Why has rt taken so
long to come to this agreement?
The costs for surgeries, visits to specialists, tests, and prescription drugs arc all
skyrocketing, as they have been for years,
partly because of new and advanced technologres in medicine. But prices have also
gone up because of wasteful paper work
and administrative costs, which make up a
ridiculous percentage of the total amount
that is spent on health care.
As medical costs go through the roof,
health insurance companies raise their
premiums to amounts that are not affordable,
making decent health care coverage impossible for many people. There have been
cases where single parents in high-paying
positions have had to quit their jobs when
one of their children became seriously ill;
they are denied health insurance by their
employers because to carry seriously ill
children on the employer's group coverage
would cause premium rates to rise beyond
the employer's ability to pay. But these

single parents cannot afford to pay their pnvatc rnsurance companies. And while
medical bills on their own even with their the prermumsofthese policies are typically
high salaries; their only recourse is to quit Jow,the coverage is correspondingly poor.
their jobs and go on welfare, which pro- If a student should need health care, he or
vides free mcdtcal care to the poor in the she would find that their student tnsurancc
could not cover enough of their medical
form of Medicard.
Many workers behcve they have good, expenses.
So yes, most people agree that itts time
solid health care coverage through their
employers; they pohcy appears compre- to rcfonn our health care system. In fact.
hensive, the benefits generous. But again, people arc so desperate that, according to a
let the employee or a member of the family statewide poll recently conducted by the
get sick, God forbid, and that employee will Plain Dealer, 81 percent of Ohioans would
lose his or her health ~~~~~~~~~~~~= be willing to pay one
insurance at a time
percent more in income
II • ••
when it is needed the
tax in order to secure
most.
health care for every
And now there are
American.
many elderly citizens
Last Wednesday
II
who have to make a
evening, President Bill
choice between paying ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ Clinton addressed both
their rising insurance premiums or buying houses of Congress and a national televigroceries. Medicare no longer gets the job sion audience and offered his remedy for
done for the elderly. Most senior citizens the faltering health care system.
need supplemental insurance in addition to
As he outlined his plan, he make
their Medicare coverage.
promises that sounded too good to be true.
And what about the college student? Clinton said that if his plan were enacted,
Most colleges offer a special health care everyone would havecomprehensivehealth
plan, prepared just for college students by care benefits for life. These benefits could
never be taken away, even in the event of
illness or Joss of job.
Insurance companies would not be allowed to drop anyone's coverage and their
premiums would not be penniued to rise
beyond a certain, regulated level. Subemployees in the form of lower wages or stance abuse and mental health treatments,
loss ofjobs. The worker ultimately suffers annual checkups, prenatal exams and longfrom such mandates.
term health care for the disabled and eldThis is not to argue that health care erly would all be covered under Clinton's
should not proceed. Indeed, we need to plan.
ex.tend basic health coverage to all AmeriHow would the plan be paid for? O ne of
cans. The problem 1s that o ur tax burden 1s the ways Clinton proposes to pay for the
already too heavy. Clinton and the liberals plan would be to introduce one standard
have already raised our taxes and now they insurance form, which would eliminate the
want to drain more money out of the tons of paper work that drive up health care
economy.
costs.
Liberals continue to think that taking
But the most controversial proposed
huge amounts of money out of the economy method of paying for Clinton· s plan is the
can still lead to growth. But it doesn't work requirement that all employers, without
that way. If anything. rt means that we exccpuon, provide health insurance for their
could be heading tOward a greater eco- workers. Small businesses, who arc strugnomic slowdown as the purchasing power gling as it is, are already hilling the panic
of American consumers is further reduced. button, claiming that in order to afford
Yes, health care reforn1 is needed. Yes, insurance for every employee, they would
universal coverage should be attained. But have to lay off many of their workers and
Clinton's new health care plan would be a even then they are not sure if they can
lot easier if rt weren't for the larger disease survive.
- liberal economic policy.
But before small businesses become too
We are gravely rll from being taxed to alanned,they should press the prestdent for
death. (Hey, I wonder if that is covered more details about the government ~ubsidy
under Clinton's plan.)
Clinton says he will provide for all busi-

most people
agree that it is
time to reform our
health care

!ANOTHER VIEW:I Clinton's

plan leaves much to be desired
Steve Delch..:..:i:...:.
n _ __
Forum Writer

The health care debate tS in full swing,
as Bill Clinton revealed his new health care
plan last week.
1ndeed, his speech was compellin . He
promised that heallh care re forn1 would
proceed without new, Broad-based taxes
and most Americans would "pay the same
or less for coverage that will be the same or
better."
lt sounds too good to be true. And it is.
The taxes are commg and they are not
merely the "sin" taxes The real taxes are
coming but they are hrdden in the employer
mandate where employers would be required to pay at least 80 percent of the cost
of health care for their employees
Chnton could not get away with asking
ft1r another tax increase of the Amencan
public so he tactfully avoided the problem
through the employer mandat~.-.
But a tax by any other name ts still a tax.
ln~tead of government directly collecting taxes. business will indirectly collect
the revenue by passing the costs onto their
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nesses with under 50 employees. The president did not say exactly how much this
subsidy would be, and it may or may not be
helpful to small businesses.
Also, the president is convinced that
insurance premiums wi II come down under
"managed competition," in which groups
of small busmesses pool together to buy
insurance from one insurer; that way, small
businesses will get the low rates that larger
companies enjoy because of the large
number of employees they bring to that
insurance company.
So then, reduced administrative costs,
government subsidies, and lower premiums
through managed competition may make
health insurance affordable for small businesses.
Of course insurance companies aren' t
too happy about Clinton's plan, because if
natural competition fails to bring down
their premiums, the federal government
will step in and put a cap on premium rates.
(That's where the "managed" in managed
competition comes in.) Also, many smaller
insurance companies will most likely go
out of business, unable to compete with the
lower rates that larger companies may offer.
Unfortunately, not too many people are
feeling sorry for health insurance companies
these days. They have been making out like
bandits already under the present system
picking and choosing who they want to
insure.
Opponents of Clinton's plan also claim
that another disadvantage is that it will limit
the choice we have of doctors. Yet under
the present system, major private insurance
companies have been planmn to put their·
heads together in order to compile a list o f
the most efficient and least expensive
doctors in the nation.
The companies have come to the conclusion that their policy holders are too
uninformed to know who the good doctors
are, and will offer them their own list of
doctors to choose from So the next time
you hear insurance compames complain
about the government limiting your choice
of doctors, remember that they hope to do
the same thing.
There will be much discussiOn and debate in the coming months over health care.
Congress, small businesses. and the public
in general need to keep educating themselves about health care issues.
But whatever plan rs finally adopted.
the private insurance mdustry must be controlled-{)r eliminated altogether.

s TtmP Someone Dc>l tvotc>d Somc-t htng Thts Good'

"If you think their gourmet
pizza's good, wait till you try
their home-brewed Tony Brau!"
-Professional Beer Drinker

Rock-Bottom Prices for
the student on a budget!
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Murphy hairdresser tnakes
-w-aves, pertns, colors
Amado Matei
Stoff Reporter

"The old timers always told us
t.:> get a trade," Gary Mandalfino
remembers. 'They said that it
would be a vehicle for your future
endeavors."
And sure enough, Mandai fino's
trade as a hair dresser has carried
him onto the John Carroll campus
and, most recently, into opening a
personal hair salon in Murphy
Hall.
The room-sized salon on the
ground floor of Murphy provides
Mandai fino with the space to cut,
penn, highlight, and color hair.
Furthennore, Mandaifino's experience with Saks Fifth Avenue,
Joseph Horne's and Mario's allows him to style hair for both
men and women.
Mandalfino explained that his
fascination for cutling hair began
after high school.
"I graduated and needed to

make money." Mandalfino explained. "I then worked as a hair
dresser for several years and then
decided that I wanted a Catholic
education. That's what brought
me here."
During his undergraduate years
at John Carroll, Mandai fino went
room to room cutting his friends
hair. Later the aspiring philosophy major convinced the resident
hall director in Sutowski to let him
open an infonnal salon in the residence hall.
Since receiving his undergraduate degree in 1986,
Mandalfino has returned to campus for his postgraduate studies.
" I love John Carroll,"
Mandalfino said. "It 's a great
place. I like working with people
who have a growing life."
"After I got back to John Carroll,
I talked to a few people like [Director
of Residence Life] Donna Byrnes
and then set up a salon in Murphy,"

Mandai fino S<lld
According to Murphy Res1dent
Ass1stant M1chelle 1 am1rand,
Murphy res1dcnts arc excited about
having a hairdresser close to home.
..A lot ofgirls say that it's really
cool to have a guy cutting hair in
Murphy," Lamirand said.
After complctmg his stud1es at
Carroll, Mandalfino hopes to go
on to medical school.
Describing his decision to apply to medical school: "I've always liked working with people
and I think that everyone needs to
do something good with their
lives," said Mandalfino.
According to Lamirand, nonMurphy residents must obey the
University's escort pohcy when
using Mandai fino's salon.
"If a non-Murphy residents
want to have the1r hair cut, they
must either contact aM urphy resident or Gary to escort them 1n the
building," Lamirand said.
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Health plan stirs controversy
Meg han ~our_
le-'-y__
Editor-in-Chief

The universal health care system had students debating at the
first of six audience debates to
take place throughout the semester.
Speaking on the affinnative
side was Amada Matei who defended President Clinton's plan

of a universal health care system.
Matei said "It's not a perfect plan,
but it provides the greatest good
for the greatest number."
In opposition to the plan,
Elizabeth Dudash said that universal
health care is "preposterous."
"With this plan everyone will
get the same amount of coverage,
but everyone doesn' t necessarily

JCU Debate teant
triuntphs

Derek Diaz
News Ecfrtor

TheJCU Debate Society served
up a slew of victories last weekend
at a debate tournament in WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania.
Representing this year's squad
were sophomores Elizabeth
Dudash and Amada Matei, and
freshmen Angela Shamblin and
Alex Call.
Call and Shamblin finished fifth
among the 25 teams competing in
the novice division. The duo finished the preliminary rounds with
four wins and two losses, earning
the right to compete in the elimination rounds.
'"We were really surprised to
make it into the final rounds,"
Shamblin said. "Ourcoach [Brent
Brossmann] came in our room
and told us about it right before

we went to bed."
In the junior varsity division,
Dudash and Matei gathered a total
of three wins and three losses.
One of those wins involved defeating the United States Naval
Academy's team in a debate about
Presidential military powers.
Brossmann stated that he was
extremely pleased with the
weekend's results.
"I'm very proud of our debaters," Brossmann said. '"We have
returned to policy debate after a
seven year absence. It would have
been very easy for our debaters to
turn in a second rate perfonnance,
but they would not accept that."
"When we arrived at the tournament, everyone was asking,
'Who is John Carroll?' Now they
know."

0

STUDENT

need the same amount of coverage," said DudasH.
Clinton's plan would eliminate
many choices that consumers now
have according to Dudash.
"You would no longer have
the choices of which doctors and
hospitals you want to go to; doctors and hospitals will be decided
by the government," said Dubash.
The floor was then opened up
to students to support or refute the
plan.
In defense of a universal health
plan, one student said that because
the United States' health care
system is the most expensive in
the world, some kind of refonn
needs to happen.
Against the plan one student
said that we do need government
involvement, "but not this government."
Brent Brossmann, Director of
Forensics, moderated the debate.
"We were trying to get as many
people out there as we could,"
said Brossmann .
Two more debates have been
scheduled to take place later this
semester.
Students voted whether or not
they supported a universal health
care system . According to
Brossmann, the results were 29 17 against such a system.
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JCU Sailing Team runs aground for publicity

HEALTH
continued from page 1
Cima, however, proposed that
the extension o f health care hen
efilS to 34 mHJion unins ured
Americans might cause problems
for the rest of the nation.
"In tenns of supply and
demand, 34 million additional
health care consumers would
constitute an increase in the
demand for medical resources,
thus driving up costs for
everyone else," said Cima.
"Also, Clinton could encounter
serious problems if people begin
to overuse medical resources."
Sobiscb noted that Clinton's
plan closely resembles the health
care system in Gennany. For the
most part, Sobisch said, the German system has worked well.
"The Gennan system is pretty
good at providing universal access - everyone's covered,"
Sobisch said. "Gennans do very
well in tenns of quality. Their
health care is no worse than in the
United States."
However the weakness of the
German system, Sobisch pointed
out, lies in its overuse by patients

who make frequent visits to the
doctor.
In spite of fears of overuse and
overspending, chainnan of the
political science department Dr.
L awrence Schw.1b predtct!t \hat

Congress wiJJ implement some
fonn of national health care soon.
"There is a demand now [for
health care legislation] and there
IS a consensus that something must
be done," Schwab said. "Politically, I think it would hurt the
Republicans badly if they were
perceived as opposing health refonn. The Clinton administration
and Democratic leaders bavecome
out and said that they would like
to work together with Republicans to implement a plan soon."

FACULTY
continued from page 1
sors who oppose the option would
not sign for it.
The discussion was stopped in
the interest of time and will be
continued later at an open hearing
for students to voice their opinions
concerning the pass/fail option.
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WE NEED YOU

• • •

to be a part of the
-~,_..,rl

5th ANNUAL 26-HOUR DANCE MARATHON
to be held

March 10th-12th

Please help us to serve those who can't help
themselves by becoming involved in one of the
committees listed below:
Activities ... Planning games, events and themes for the dancers participation in cooperation
with the public relations committee.
Booklet ... Publish a program for the Marathon. Includes selling advertisements to Area
Merchants, University Departments, Patrons and Student Organizations.
Booth ... Encourage Student Organizations to sponsor concession stands and games during the
weekend.
Couples ... Responsible for all dance couples prior to and during the event. Distributes Marathon
T -shirts, registers dancers and informs dancers of the weekends activities.
First Aid ... Attend to minor medical needs of the dancers during the event.

Fundraising ... Fundraise from Area Merchants, Alumni and anyone willing to donate!

Physical ... Physical preparation (decorations, clean up, etc.) for the weekend.
Prize . . . Soliciting prizes from Area Merchants and anyone else willing to share!
PUblicity . . . All advertisement and promotional activities for the event.
Public Relations ... Arrange disc jockies and celebrity personalities to make guest appearances
during the event in cooperation with the themes and games of the activities committee.

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE: ___________

ADDRESSORBOX#:~-------------

COMMITTEE OF INTEREST:~~---------Please return to Lisa Heckman in the Dean of Students Office by Friday, October 8, 1994
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Yeltsin and Parli ament Vie for
Support of Outlying Regions
Fred Hiatt and Margaret
Shapiro
1993. lhe Washington Post

MOSCOW - In the hours after
President Boris Yeltsin announced
the cqui valent of presidential rule on
TuC'ida't hi\COnscrvativerivals were
euphoric Six months before, they
had set a con!.Ututional trap for him.
andnow.theythought,hehadwalked
right into it.
But in subsequent days, it became
clear that the anti-reform parliament
and its conservative allies had fooled
only themc;elves. The political mood
in Ruc;sia had shifted during the past
six months. and Yeltsin- sometimes
incon!.istent, often unpredictable, but
always uncannily intuitive - had
sensed the change.
Saturday night, Yeltsin could not
yet claim victory, and as hundreds of
armed men faced off across a makeshift barricade around the parliament
building. the risks and dangers appeared formidable. But to many Russian!., the resistance looked increasingly like what YcltsincaJJeditSaturday night -"a farce" that wouJd soon
be over.
His embiuered vice president,
Alexander Rutskoi, remained holed
up inside the parliament building,
proclaiming himself president and
demanding that Russia' ssoldiersstop
"hiding behind their wives' skirts"
and come to his provisional
government's aid.
Uut \\hileman; Ru:.:.iaru.ma
di,.maycd by their poverty and anxious ahout the future, Yeltsin seems
to have calculated correctly that they
arc even more disgusted by the spectacle ofconstant squabblingat the top
and eager for an end to the power
struggle. And the parliament. having
essentially lost a vote of confidence
last April. ha.c; come to be seen as a
bastion ofex-Communistseagermost
ofalltoprescrvetheirown privileges.
Although both sides ruled out
compromise Saturday, one hint of a
possible solution emerged when a
Yeltsin ally, Nikolai Ryabov, raised
the possibility ofsimultaneous presidential and parliamentary elections
in March. Yeltsin has ruled out such
a comprom1sc, but Ryabov. head of
the president's newly formed ElectiOn Committee. said it is being discussed "withm a narrow circle."
Only a week ago, Col. Gen.
Vladislav Achalov. an ultranationalist and hard-line opponent ofYeltsin.
had boa-;ted that Yeltsin would never

The U.S.
Peace Corps
Ms. Kathy lomg,
President, Northeast Ohio
Returned Volunteers Assoc.

attempt anything drastic, calling the
Russmn leadership "impotent." If
Yelt.'iln and his supporters tried,
AchaiO\ smd, "v,.e will a-;k the :umy
and sc.x.unty hodi~ to protect the
consutuuon. and I am sure that the)
will hcL'd our call."
Withmdays,Achalov bOOachance
to test his boast. Yeltsin dissol\ed
parliament and set elections for a new
bican1cral legislature on Dec. I I I 2.
Parliament promptly voted to strip
himofhispowersandtonameRutskoi
acting president And Rutskoi picked
Achalov as his defense minister.
But thus far. Rutskoi and Achalov
command only the parliament bwld
ing and the sidewalk around it With
electricity and telephones cut off.
Rutskoi emerged from the building
Saturday to review a makeshift group
of about 200 "defenders," many
wearing street clothes and some carrying shopping bags.
Speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov,
Rut.c;koi' schiefally. spoke of moving
the leg~slature to a new base outside
Moscow. And the two men waited. as
they have since Yeltsin made his
announcement, forthepeopletorally
to their side.
Many regional councils have voted
to reject Yeltsin's decree, but few
citizens seem willing to spend a
weekend, let alone risk their lives,
defending Rutskpi and his provisional
government.
"People arc working and leading
lla!" ·" .. e ~· ~ in
television interview Saturday. 'There
arc no ma-;s protests, and there rut-;
been a minimum of rallies over the
pa<;l few days." After tWO years or
squahbhng and paralys1s in Moscow. the president said. Russians
hope the era of "uncertainty" will
end.
''Now there is a clear au
thority, and this authorit) is
acting," Yeltsin added. "And
11 is acting resolutely."
Some of Yeltsin's more
radical advisers had long urged
such action. That was why the
Congress of People's Deputies- the
supreme legislature, from which the
standing parliament is drawn mnendcd the Soviet-era constitution
la.'>t spring to automaucally strip
Ycltsmofthepresidency ifhetricd to
disband the legislature. This was the
hooby trap into which parlian1ent
hoped Yeltsin would walk.
But la.<>t spring Yelt.o;in chose an
other way, forcing the parliament to

Pro/8ssiof!t11
Ht~irtfresser
224 Murphy Ha ll

397-2265

"Would you like to
be in the Peace
Corps?"

Thursday 3 - 11 pm
Friday
3 - 11 pm
Saturday 11 - 7 pm
Sunday 5 - 11 pm

October 6, 1993

Call for an appointment

Wolf& Po~

Student Rates

3:00 - 4:30p.m.

go along with an April 25 relercndum, in which voters supported
YeJLc;in's rule. hacked his L'Ccmomic
policies and cndoi'Sl.'d early parlia·
mcnt<lr) election!.. He hoped that the
result.' would per..uadc the legislators
to he morccoopcr:Ui\e ortoabrrcc to
a new \Ole for parlianlCnt.
For a while, apparent!) stunned
by Yeltsm'::; \iCtory, the lawmakers
were quiet, if not cooperative. YcJt.<;in
attempted to work around them hy
appointing his own commiSSIOn to
draft a new constitution that would
write them out ofbusine.'' and create
a U.S.-style bicameral hody
But by late summer the parliament bOO shaken off iL'i lassitu<.lc,
passing laws to block some of
Yelt.sin's key reform!>. At the same
time, Yeltsin 's commission wa<; having troubles, asdisagrcements among
regional administrations stymied any
final constitutional agreement.
On Aug. 12, Yeltsin. hack from a
summer vacation during which the
lawmakers had been panicularly aggressive toward his refom1s, issued a
stem warning, saying that parliamentary elections "absolutely" had to take
place this fall. ''If the parliament it.c;elf
will not take such a decision, then the
president will," he said. promising
that September would be a "hot" and
"decisive' month.
Moscowhadbecomeaccustomcd
to such statements. and at tllC time
IC\Vtook YciL<>in at hi<> word.But n ine
· . ater had
to ) , t in
reporters that the greatest rni.;takc of
his prcstdency was hJs fat lure to di-.
\Dive the parliament Immediately at
tcr the collapse of the August 199 I
hard line coup against former Soviet
president Mikhail Gorbachev
"One specific feature ofour president 1s that he does not make a secret
of his plans. He openly declarc.c; them
in advance." presidential spokesman
Anatoly Krasikovsaid in an interview
this week.
Why Yeltsin chose Tuesday to
make his move is unclear. K.r.lSikov
said "the time was ripe" because parliament was close to blocking all
reform. Parliament was due to return
from summer recess this coming
Tuesda) , and a meeung of the Congress was like!) to be held soon afterward 10 ratify the standing
parliament's moves.
Meanwhile. Khasbulatov had
hacked away from any commitment
to schedule parliamentary elections
and wasdemandingthat only Yeltsm
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East Asian
Conference
comes to JCU

run lor reelection. Even LllC Federative Council, an a.'i...cmhly of regional
leadcrscrcatL'd h) Ycltsin, was proving unmanage<.1hle.
One small mctdent may h;t\ e proidl.'\.1 a final 'rxui-.
Khasbulato\', d1scussing the
president Saturday at a publiL •orum.
calledYelb.ina"muthik "o1pea'><mt.
and casually ll1cked h1s lmgeragamst
his neck - a gesture signifying drunk
en ness. The incident, Inter shown on
television. provoked outrage.
The newspaper llVcstia said
Kha.c;bulatoo,: had "rudely insulted the
president personally tor the first time
ever ... in a dclibcmte attempt to proo,:oke the pres1dcnt into unconstitutional actions." Kha..,hulatov later apparently sensed h1se1Tor, <t'ikmg Russian televbion to stop mring the gesture, according to a news editor at the
network.
Nonetheless. when Ycltsin finally
made his move, parlianlCnt was gleeful. Conservative legislator Vladimir
lc;akov had predicted in Augu'it that
an anempt to dissolve parlian1ent
would mark Yeltsm's "swan song,"
and he and others moved quickly to
bring that prediction to reality
by declaring the "booby trap"
constitutional amendment 1n
effect and appointing Ruts koi
president.
Last spring. "hen the Congress nearly impeached
Yelto;in.thouo;and ofprn .mtl
nt i- Ye t:. an d mo n trat ors
besieged the Kremlinnmid.1scno;c
that Russia\\ a.'> on tlle hlink orchaos.
This time. only a few thousand hardcore Yeltsin opponent." took to the
streets. Yeltsin supponersdid not even
bother to protest parliament's action.
In the last stx months. Yeltsin and the
media appeared to ha"c gone a long
way tO\vard convincing the public
that the Soviet-era parliament was
irrelevant

Kevin Bachman
Assistant i:ditor

This wcekcndsomcthingof
a global importance is taking
place at John Ctrroll University.... and iL' not Hotnea>ming!
The Midwest Conference on
Asian Affair" (MCAA> is
meeting this weekend at John
Carroll University, the Cleveland Museum, and the Omni
International Hotel.
Some of the topics covered
at the Conference: history.
anthropology, art, politics.
business. science and medicine, and music in an East and
South As1an context.
Dr Sus.m Long is the MCAA
Program Chair and East Ac;ian
Studies Coordinator, as well a.<>
a member of the Department
of Sociology. "The purpose of
the progra m is to share
thoughts and ideas with others
that arc knowledgeable in the
same area of study. A secondary purpose of the program
is to improve communication
with precollege teachers about
Asia,'' she explained.
Parts of the MCAA program are specifically oriented
towards teachers in"an effort
to educate them about Asia
and how to intcsratc it into
their cirriculum
Then! are
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from poerry to computers.
Speakers will be at John C.trroll from colleges and uni vcrsuics across the country: including Notre Dame. UC Bcr·
kelcy. and Yale.
At the vc.:ry lc.1st, Dr. Long
hope.'> the MCAA Conference
will''makcpcople moreaY<areof
JohnCarroll University and what
thecityofCicveland has tooffer."
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THURSDAY, 30
Spaalcar, Charles Dl.rbar,
3:00p.m. in AD 226, ~
sored by International Studies
Center
.Meeting, lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 9:30
p.m. in Saint Francis Chapel.

FRIDAY, I
Women's Soccer vs. Capital,
4 p.m at home.
Chess, 7 p.m. in Gauzman
Lounge.
The EddieS, 8-11 p.m. in the
Wolf& Pot.

SATURDAY,2
Foolbell vs. Ohio Northam, 2

p.mathome.

SUNDAY,3
HarnecomlngMIISS, 10 a.m.

in Saint FrahciS Chapel.

MONDAY,4

Tf:JESDAY; S
~BlOod ~1 am5 p.m. i b Wolf & Pot. also
Oct. e.

Uulla~g. Sludent Union, 5:15

p.m In the Jardine Room.
Women's Volleyball vs.
Heidelberg, 6:30 p.m. at
home.
Fiction Reaellng by Maf'j
Grlnm and Mark
Weingarttner, 8 p.m. In the
SAC Conference Room.
sponsorad by the Englsh
Oeparlment and CcullJUS
Mnisby.
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Disregard for First Amendment rewarded
Karen Neustadt

books and another that halted pro- sor" by fining radio stations for tiona! fliers were distributed that
read, "If you are afraid of the free
Winners of the 1993 Ans Cen- duction of a student mural on the transgressions of decency.
• The Student Editorial Board exchange of ideas, stay home."
sors of theYear awards, a dubious first Amendment wereamongthe
• Elk Grove Unified School
honor bestowed by the American government bodies named by the of the Michigan Journal ofGender
Law for dismantling an an exhibit Dtstrict. Idaho, for censoring
Civil Liberties Union on those who ACLU.
show ··an exceptional disregard
"Ccn-.orship takes many fonns on the grounds that a video con- school newspapers. class speakers,
and a song about recycling.
for the First Amendment," were and guises," said Heins. "The tained pornography
• Rib Lake School District. in
• The Oregon Citizens AIJirecently announced in New York people and groups we've named
ancc for supporting measures that
City.
share an impulse to sttfle those Wisconsin, for a pnncipal con tis
Thenamesoftheorganizations they d1sagree with and to impose eating a student's copy of Judy would deprive groups from gathand individuals were released the1r own moral, ideological or Blume's novel Forever, then ering to discuss gay rights in public
holding closed school board places and would restrict access to
during Banned Books Week. religious views on others."
which was celebrated the last week
In addition to Helms and Fink, meetings to discuss the removal books. magazines and films that
m September. "This years's art other 1993 winners include:
of the book from the school.
discuss homosexuality.
• Concerned Women ofAmerica,
censors span the political spec ·
• The Federal Communications
• The city of Shreveport, La ..
trum but share an intolerance for Commission. "which has greatly for the canccllauon of a city park East Tennessee Chapter for attemptexpression they consider offen- expanded its role as the federal concert by heavy metal band So· tng to censor 18 books that deal with
sive," reads literature on the con- government's only official ccn- ciety of the Damned after promo
sexual education for teens.
test.
"A number of this year's censors are public officials or elected
boards that have used the weight
and authority of their offices to Jennifer Krebs
dedication and feeling present in all the faculty. The ·
wage campaigns against arttsts, Stoff Reporter
students arc eager to learn and are genuinely happy
For most of us, elementary school was a time of to be at school. For many of them, it is their only
authors, students and musicians
over the past year," said MarJOrie innocence. It was a time in which we were free from solace. At school they can receive the love and
Heins, director of the ACLU's the harsh realities of the world that we were growing attention that may be lacking at home.
National Arts Censorship Project. up in. For the students at the Mary B. Martin School
The school also has a very strong volunteer proU.S. Senator Jesse Helms, R- in Cleveland, school is much more of a challenge.
gram. This enhances the school because there are so
The elementary school is located in the Hough many children and so few teachers. The volunteer
N.C., a shoo-in for the prize according to officials, was the only neighborhood. Rough cannot begin to describe the program is coordinated by the Inner Church Council.
individual to win other than Mayor situation there. Just under five-hundred children Many John Carroll University students have enjoyed
Tom Fink of Anchorage, Alaska come to school each day to find their school decorated their volunteer work in the past and a new group of
who, according to the ACLU, in graffiti. What the school had removed a week volunteers is already assembled for the fall.
"used his power to crusade against before has reappeared with more vengeance. There
Students go to Mary B. Martin once a week for a
the ans in Anchorage by attacking are fluorescent gang names, symbols and slang that few hours. They tutor chjJdren in math, reading, and
works that violated his political would abhor any child that could grasp its meaning. other special projects, like learning how to use a
The children pass by the graffiti on their way to video camera. It's more than just the extra help that
ideology and trying to force content restrictions on art funding ...
the front door. They must wait there to be let in, the teachers and tud~nts ap~at~.
"
Helms, a foe of the National because the doors are always locked for safety preVolunteers can be a very special people in a
Endowment of the Arts, has been cautions. When the students finally arrive at their child's life. They are someone who the child can
charged by the ACLU as a "sym- respective clac;srooms, many find the rooms in dis- look forward to seeing each week. They can be an
bol of the far right's campaign to order due to broken windows.
inspiration to the child. They can be a role model, or
These students have quite a task to focus on simply a friend, a source of attention, or a source of
limit personal freedoms in the
name of imposing a single moral learning with these oppressive circumstances. Prin- love.
standard on Americans."
. cipal Enna Spencer tells the children, ''Whathappens
A few shon hours of our time can make a world
The Federal Communications in the world out there happens, but what happens of difference to a child. These children crave both
Commission, which the ACLU inside this building is both separate and special."
attention and knowledge. Their situation may not be
Although the school's location causes many the best, but at the Mary B. Martin School, teachers,
said attempted to silence radio
personality Howard Stern and a drawbacks, there are many positive aspects of the students and volunteers arc learning how to make the
school district that confiscated Mary B. Martin School. There is a very high level of best of a bad situation.
College Press ServiCe

Education beyond graffiti
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Community Service:
What is volunteering
all about? It's about
donating your time
to help others. It's
about giving more
than receiving. It's
about showing the
less advantaged
and underprivileged
that people care
about them.
Volf.!nteering is
about people
helping people.
Tina Maggio _ __ _ __
Staff Reporter

As a Jesuit university, John
CarrolJ encourages volunteering
as a basic unit in one's academic
career. There are numerous programs that students can become
involved with to help others. The
three major sources for student
volunteering are Project Gold,
Campus Ministry, and the Center
for Community Service.
Project Gold is a student run
volunteer organization. The
presidency chair is shared by
Eileen Kearney and Dennis Percy.
It was started three years ago by
Joe Cimperman. The programs
vary from year to year with some
carrying over, and thl$ year
Project Gold has started a few
new ones along with the old.
"Meals on Wheels" has been

Project Gold's most successful
project in the past, but this year
the organizers, Mary Kearney and
Tracy Allgicr, are having a difficult time getting students to give
up their Sunday meaJs.
''Meals on Wheels" works with
Marriott, and every·Sunday, volunteers pack the van with the
number of students' meals given
up and take them to various spots
in Cleveland, such as Public
Square and the YMCA, where
people are waiting to get a
meal.
"The response is great," said
Eileen Connery. "If the students
at John Carroll could see the response from these homeless
people, they would give up their
Sunday meal in a second."
The organizers of "Meals on
Wheels" need only 200 students
to give up Sunday meal.
However, they have not gotten
a response from the student body.
If they don't get 200 meals, they
can no longer proceed with this
project even if it helps so many
homeless.
"J ust that one meal a week
you'd be giving up means so much
to someone who lives on the
street,"said Connery.
Other Project Gold activities
include going to the Malachi
House, a home for the terminally
ill, every Saturday morning and
doing odds and ends for them
such as housework.
Also on Saturdays volunteers
go to St. Herman's House of
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Opportunities to donate
time and talents

Hospitality Soup Kitchen where
students prepare and serve
lunch.
Collinwood tutoring is another
Project Gold program that has
carried over from last year.
"With this program we are
looking for John Carroll students
to be role models as well as tutors
to Collinwood High School students who need the help," said
Connery.
There are currently 24 volunteers for this program, but
Connery and Percy are looking
for three people to take the chairmen positions to organize the tutoring lessons twice a week.
Since they have not gotten any
volunteers for those spots, they
will probably head the program themselves, and the
project will be underway fairly
soon.
Even with all these Project
Gold programs to volunteer for,
there is often a problem in carrying them out due to the fact
that there is only one van
which has to be shared with
Saferides.
Last year, Project Gold ran
into problems getting programs
off the ground because they had
to get insurance on the van before
they could use it. This year they
have the insurance, but the van is
always breaking down. Without
transportation it is hardly possible to carry out any of these
volunteer programs.
If you would like to volunteer

for any of these projects or have
any questions about them, please
contact Eileen Connery at 3975006.
There are three ongoing volunteer programs through Campus Ministry. The first one involves tutoring elementary school
students from Maryview Martin,
an inner-city school. This is a
once a week commitment and
currently, there are over 45 JCU
students signed up for this program.
The second Campus Ministry
program takes place every third
Saturday of the month at the
Epiphany Hunger Center. Students help prepare and serve meals
to 200-250 people.
About30 Carroll students have
signed up for this, but due to
accommodations, only eight students can go each Lime. This
program is great for students
who don't have a lot of time but
would still like to volunteer
si nce it is only once a month.
To get involved in this program contact Matt Kemper at
321-5747.
The third program which is
still being organized, involves
home repair such as painting and
fix-up of low-income family and
elderly homes.
This program is planned to
take place every Saturday, and
abour 25 Carroll students have
signed up. To volunteer for Chis
program contact Pat Klus at 3975573.

All Campus Ministry volunteer information and sign-up can
be done through Anne Melcahy
in the Campus Ministry office at
397-4176.
The Center for Community
Service also has many volunteer
programs in which students can
become involved.
The volunteer programs
through Community Service
cover such areas as arts/culture,
child care, education/tutoring,
elderly, environment, health,
housing, hunger, international,
recreation, and women's issues.
If you would like to volunteer, but arc not quite sure
which project you would like.
Community Service can help
you figure out the best program for you.
To become involved in the
Community Service volunteer
programs, call Mark Falbo or Mia
Nottoli at 397-4698 or pick up
the Community Service Opportunity booklet in the Community
Service office which explains all
the various programs and who to
contact to get involved.
"It's hard to explain the satisfaction I get out of volunteering,
but it affects my whole life in
every way. It has he! ped me grow
as a person. It teaches compassion for other\> which is so impor-

tanrro have because you have ro
Jive your life for others rather
thanjustforyourself, "explained
Connery.

John Carroll University Department of Communications presents

HOLD THE
SCRIPT
A collection of script reading, scenes and improv

October 8, 9, 1993

8 p.m.
Marinello Little Theatre
Tickets on sale Monday, October 4 in the Atrium
$2 reserve, $3 at the door
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New Campus ministry coordinator joins Carroll
Mulcahy committed to peace, justice, social issues
Carolyn Sennett
~->rof1les

Editor

A!. an undergraduate. Annie .\1ulcahy
coordinated a Peer Ministry group at the
College of St. Benedict. Now -.he help~
undergraduate<. at John Carroll University
through Campus Ministry.
\1ulcahy. the campus mini~try sOCI<tl
JUStice and volunteer coordinator, moved
to Cleveland in August Her work 10 campus ministry is an important part ol her hfc.
"I fell into it," she said. "I love my work.
You grow to love the pastoral type work."
Born and raised in St. Paul, Minnesota,
she was always interested 10 social 1ssues.
Her poliucal ideas are linked closely to her
faith beliefs of peace and justice.
Much of Mulcahy's spirituality was
formed by theidealsofthcCatholic Worker
Movement, a Catholic pacifist movement
working for social justice with a special
concern for the homeless.
"I still have a lot of those beliefs even
though I am not part of the movement."
She lived in one of the houses organitcd
by the movement. The residents lived
entirely on donations. They followed the
Christian belief. we are all called to make
our own means and did not rcce1ve any
money from the government.
Before moving to Cleveland, she
worked at the Aquinas Newman Center at
the University of New Mex1co.
She enjoyed working at the Umversity
ol New Mexico because of the cultural

d1versity. Yet there were so many differences. students concentrated more on find
ing friends ""ith similar interests then exploring opposite opinions. Mulcahy said
religion became an umfymg area for students to relate to one another
"Studems here [JCU) arc rnore se(.ure in
their faith," ~hi! sa1d. "The number of
students 1nvolved [in commumty service)
tsoverwhelmmg. There 1s a strong sense of
identity that allows people to move outward."
Mulcahy said it is not uncommon for
college students to quest1on their faith. She
exami ned her faith when she was in college.
"Students may reJect what their parents
taught them to find their own beliefs or for
the first time their values may be challenged."
"It is scary for the first years,'"she said.
"Grappling with faith can cause unrest. It is
important and healthy to go through aperiod of questioning."
Campus Ministry can help students with
their quec;tions. "We arc available to listen,
not to impose rehg1on but help students
through [difficult times].''
After two months working in Campus
Ministry. Mulcahy was impressed with the
large number of students interested in the
community outside of JCU.
"There is a strong tradition in community service at Carroll," she said. "There is
a great potential and the students are already
involved, which is a testiment to the caliber

Our Managers are professionals at making sure...
The Atmosphere Is always fun,
The Food Is always fresh,
The Service Is always good,
The Schedule is always set and
The Training Is designed to let you shine!

1/Jt ~~~~ IIJI.t;/Q/rR~
.fl~;;:;A,4ilf_!/~''•
-&_,_

If you are an energetic, enthusiastic, team player
looking for a fun, fast-paced environment,
then come join our OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available:
• Hosts/ Hostesses

• Bartenders

• Bussers
• Grill Cooks
• Prep/ Pantry Cooks • Dishwashers
• Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute" Cooks
Apply in person
( Mon - Fri 9am · 6pm • Sat 10am - 2pm )

30195 Detriot Road, Westlake
Corner of Detroit and Crocker in the
Promenade Center
Come see us before we' re MAX-ed out!
-":7

ol students."
A. . the volunteer coordinator. Mulcahy
will organ11e several proJects th1~ year.
The programs tnclude students tutonng
elementary inner c1ty school children and
painting orrcpatring homes foriO\.\ income
lamilies.
Volunteers will also prepare meals at the
Epiphany Center every third Saturday of
the month.
Mulcahy also oversees the spnng trip to
Appalachia and the Cleveland Area Retreat
Experience over fall break.
Students during the Cleveland retreat
will work with the poor and experience
what is hke to be homeless.
Through her work, Mulcahy seeks to
empower those who are impovtshed. She
tries to change their situation on a personal
and social level by pointing out options.
"Tt is not enough to bring charity," she
said.
"Changes are needed in the structures
that create the situations of injustice and
poverty."
In the future she hopes to establish an
international community service project.
"It is tmportant to introduce our students to others who have not come from the
same background. To move beyond a reality of their own and learn from that."
The Cleveland weather is a drastic
change from the climate in New Mexico
but Mulcahy looks forward to the fall colors and the snow.

ell'

~Y

of Annie Malahy

Annie Mulcahy will coordinate many
of the Campus Ministry activities and
service projects this year. She worked
with students at University of New
Mexico before coming to John Carroll
University.

The 1993-95
Student Handbooks are
available in the Student Life
Office. Please pick up your copy.
For anyone who would like to
know more about Cleveland and
all the city has to offer. Pick up
a Cleveland book available
in the Student Life
Office.

ALL STUDENTS
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Professor expands
cultural horizons
Nathalie lac<luture
Assistant Profiles Editor

Many people may
think that being a French
major would not be as
challenging as pre-med,
but Marvin Richards, a
new French professor at
JCU. would tell you otherwise.
Richards.
who
graduated from Louisiana State University in
1987 with a Bachelor's
degree in French. was a Marvin Richards
pre-med student for three
years before switching majors. He went on to receive his PhD. in
French literature from Cornell University and did a post-doctoral
fellowship in Quebec, Canada.
So how did Richards go from becoming a scientist to specializing in French literature? Aside from the fact that pre-med wasn't
challenging enough for him, he said that he realized in college, after
meeting some interesting European students. that he really didn't
know much about the world. By becoming a French major he could
gain cultural awareness, which he feels many Americans lack.
"Americans are like ostriches with their heads buried in the sand
when it comes to other cultures. At the same time they strut around
proud as peacocks of their own culture."
Richards believes that many Americans are virtually uninterested and uninformed in other cultures and this isolationism can be
detrimental, especially when dealing with foreign colleagues in
the business world.
"If you are aware of a foreign associate's country and customs
you...tll gairl a respect and confidence that would otherwise not be
there."
Acconling to RichardS, studying a foreign language is not a
useless effort as some may think. Recently, while Richards

is lO be bilingual and culturally aware when applying for jobs in
today's competitive job markeL
This is Richards' first year teaching at JCU, and he is an
advocate of its Liberal Ans education. He believes in the Jesuit
tradition of teaching students to be well-rounded individuals.
"The ski lis of critical thinking and the ability to speak and write
clearly are essential to every career imaginable and throughout
one's lifetime."
Richards would like his students to come away from his classes
with the abilities to read critically, to analyze and fornlUlate
thoughts. and to synthesize their ideas.
Students can spot Dr. Richards biking to campus every morning
on one of his two bikes. He is an avid rider, but admits the
Cleveland weather can make things difficult.
At JCU, Or. Richards teaches French in review, intermediate
French, and nineteenth century French literature, which is his
special area of study.
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Winegardner travels to Mexico to
research new historical
novel
grated. Although baseball player

Carolyn Sennett _ _ __
Profiles editor

A Mex1can baseball league
and the history of 1946 are
seemingly separate ideas but not
for English professor, Mark
Winegardner.
These not1ons fascinated him.
He spent part of his summer in
Mexico researching these subjects for a novel.
Winegardner is in the process
of writing a novei,T/re Veracruz
Blues.

On the surface, the novel
focuses on baseball in Mexico
andintheU.S. Atadeeperlevel
it is a historical novel about the
American labor and race-relations in 1946.
"The novel is a Mex1can twist
on a archetypal American story."
Winegardner said.
The bulk of Winegardner's
time was spent in unairconditioned libraries researching. However, he learned
invaluable apects about the culture and people. Much of the
information he found was not
available in the U.S.
"Once they know you are taking the culture seriously they
will do anything for you," he
said.
Hector Bencomo, a public
relations official for a Mexican
baseball team, generously helped
Winegardner's research pursuit.
They met during a baseball
am . Wine ardner was inuoduced to Bencomo•s family. and
othersports reporters. Bencomo
even invited him to go bowling.
Winegardner also had the opportunity to meet with Tommy
Morales, a non-fiction and sports
writer, whowasagoodresource.
In one month, he read the five
daily Mexican papers published
in 1946. This was a time consuming task without the aid of
modem technology.
"It was as unromantic as
spending a month in a Cleveland
library," he said. "I learned
things that I wouldn'tofleamed
anywhere else. To travel alone
in unfamilar surroundings and

knoFry

Professor Mark Winegardner
manage to miraculously get the
work done was qulle an accom
plishment."
The Veracru£ Blues. a Mexican baseball team, was owned hy
the millionaire, Jorge Pa.-;quel. The
owner dreamed of creating a rival
league. To achieve h1s ambitions
he recruited many American hall
players. The Amencan med1a
caJled it a "raid" on league players
but it was a historical part in race
relations. This was the first time a
minor league team was fully inte

Jack1e Robmson broke the color
line in 1947, it took many years
fort he teams to be fully integrated.
Pasquel was a namboyant
character, Winegardner said. "He
wa.s a Mexican Donald Trump and
a medm darling."
Pasquel, Babe Ruth, Ernest
Hemmingway,andotherreal,historic figures will be combined with
fictional characters to capture this
time period
The novel will describe some
of the notonous historic changes
occuring in both baseball and the
U S. The post-war optimism.
social problems, and baseball's
labor laws are areas the novel will
touch on
Tht- Veracruz Blues is
Winegardner's second fiction
novel. He v.rote several non-fiction baseball books but considers
himself primarily a fiction writer.
"I can't waJt to s1t down and
write the meat of the novel," he
SUIU.

Through a Grauel Fellowship,
Winegardner hopes to spend the
spnng semester working on the
novel and will resume teaching at
JCU the following semester.

Name: Tomomi Inove
Visiting from: Yokohama.
Japan

nis

Why are you studying In
tbe U.S.? I want to experience
another culture. U.S. is quite
different from Japan. I also
wanted to improve my English.
Impressions about JCU:
Students here study very hard.
The JCU campus is very beautiful and bigger then my campus
at home.
Have you ever traveled
outside of Japan? She visited
the Phi11ipines and two years
ago traveled to the U.S.
What do you miss from

5146 Mayfield Road • lyndhurst, Ohio 44124

rS__
449-6942
- ~ Hair~uts for
John Carroll Students
Just $12!

_

...

Tomomi lnove
home? Japanese food and sometimes miss my friends.
A favorite American food:
Fro1..cn yogurt
Favorite Japanese dish:
Sushi
How dootbersdescribeyou?
People say I am serious and funny
but I do not think so.
FamUy: One brother and her
parents
Favorite musk: Japanese
pops (light rock)
Differences between JCU
and Sophie University: The
atmoshpere is similar between
the two schools because they are
both Jesuit. The professors are
freindlier here then at home.
Cafeteria is also better here.
A social activltity Japanese
students enjoy: Karaoke
Language dtmculties:
misunderstood the expression
"cool" meaning good and "piece
of cake" for easy.
Person I would of liked to
bave met? John F. Kennedy
Probleall .......... to the

U.S.?

lamad~weUbutat

~~
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Kravitz's return lacking
and a ballad called "My Precious
Love." Even though "Come On"
feaLUred some of Kravitz's trademark dreadlock-shaking, both
songs
were
performed
unconvincingly.
Presumably to awaken the
crowd, Kravitz yelled, "Is Cleveland ready to take a ride on that
freedom train?"Thiscry led into a
version of "Freedom Trajn," followed by "Always on the Run."
These two upbeat songs should
have given the show a swift kick,
but again, there was an unidentifiable element missing.
If ever there was a "Let's make
a trip to the restroom" song, "What
Goes Around Comes Around" was
the number. Half the crowd sat
down, and the other half headed
for the porta-potties while the band
did this mellow cut from Mama
Said. The song was one of several
during the night featuring horns.
From the near-left side of the
bleachers, onecouldn 'teven tell if
the horns were live or not because
the saxophonist never stepped
forward. The musicians didn't really play off of each other, either;
they looked as bored as the crowd.
"Heaven Help," the only song
from Kravitz's latest penned by
an outside writer, didn'tget much
response from the audience.

Rob Fargo
Stoff Reporter

Lenny Kravitz returned to
Cleveland for a 14-song show at
the sold-out Nautica Stage last
Tuesday. Unfortunately, his performance did little to justify the
recent commercial success of his
latest release,
Are You Gonn.a Go My Way.
Dressed in thesilvcrspaceman
outfit he wore for his MTV Video
M11sic Awards performance earlier this month, Kravitz bounded
on stage to "Is There Any Love in
Your Heart," from the new release.
The s"ong ended with brief guitar
and drum solos, which led the
crowd to believe there was more
heartfelt jamming on the way.
"Fields of Joy" followed, one
oflheshow'shighlights. Although
the background vocal harmonies
found on the recorded version on
Mama Said were missing, the fiery gujtar solos by Craig Ross
more than made up for them. In
fact, Ross's guitar work was the
most exciting part of Kravitz's
set.
The crowd and band should
have been getting warmed up by
this point, but the next few songs
lacked the ftre of "Fields of Joy."
Kravitz performed "Come On and
Love Me" from the new release

Kravitz promised his next selections would be from his first
release, Let Love Rule, and
"Rower Child" slightly rejuvenated the audience. "Mr. Cab
Driver" came next; its highlight
was a profanity, directed toward
the song's cab driver, that elicited
a cheer from the crowd. Though
the audience was starting to become a part of the show again, the
band looked as lethargic as if it
were playing a funeral dirge.
When Kravitz began "Let Love
Rule," his signature song, the audience knew it should start having
fun. On Kravitz's prompt, the
crowd sang the chorus while he
gave a little speech on unity and
love. Somehow, it seemed like
this had been done too many times
before. The set was supposedly
over, though Kravitz had not yet
played three of his biggest hits.
After the trite cheer-for-yourrock-star-to-return-to-the-stage
routine, Kravitz and band appeared
and played a complacent version
of "It Ain't Over Till It's Over."
The band next played "Believe,"
whose nice lighting effects and
guitar work by Ross made it one
of the best of the night.
Should Kravitz have received
another encore? Probably not, but
luckily he did. The version of"Are

You Gonna Go
My Way" was
noticeably faster
than its recorded
counterpart, and
noticcabl y more
spirited than any
other song during
the night. The
band appeared to
be enjoying itself,
and the wildly responsive crowd
must have noticed.
The opening
honors of the
concert went to
Blind Melon, who
performed an
eight-song, 45minute set. Blind
Melon was a perfect choice to
open Kravitz's
show: they have-a
similar retro/
classic
rock Lenny Kravitz
sound, they have
a current smash hit with the song smaller venue, as they didn't seem
"No Rain," and they have nowhere to communicate with the massive
near the songwriting talent Kravitz crowd very well. They made up
does. On this night, though, the for this by simply feeding off one
band put on a better performance other 's energies and jamming
than the headliner.
away. Their songs were rather
Blind Melon seemed like they bland, but Blind Melon's musimight be more comfortable in a cianship and energy were evident.
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ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
EDUCATIONAL PRINTING
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20680 North Park Blvd.
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party invitations, stationery, resumes and typesetting, we
offer a full range of copy and printing services with
recycled paper and soy inks.
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(Cafe Only)

1,000 Flyers - $25.00
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Complete Copy 8 Print Center
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or fax 932-5456
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Every Friday in October,
2 drink minimum

We offer an array of sauces and toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
The menu also includes great salads, calzone, burgers, appetizers,
chicken, veal, eggplant and sandwiches, from the traditional to the
creative.

Taste the di
With-in Walking Distance of Campus

Take $2.00 off an lor e

izza with this ad

Take-out only. Coupon & Specials Expire October 31. I993
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Carroll soccer
teams on a roll
Todd Conrad
Assistant Sports Editor

Junior Danielle Sluga

The men's and
women's soccer teams
got back on the winnjng track last weekend as the men won
two games and the
women won their
game against St.
Mary's (IN).
The men's soccer
team was 12 seconds
away from bringing
home the Wilmington
College T ournament
trophy.
In the last 12 seconds of the Hiram Counesy Sponsinronnation
Mary s vi lie game,
Hiram scored, putting them ahead
of John Carroll in terms of points.
John Carroll had six goals and two
against while Hiram had six goals
and one against.
On Saturday JCU defeated
Marysville 4-1; and 9n Sunday
the team defeated Wilmington
College 2-l.
He went on to explain what
On Saturday, the blue streaks
they need to do in order for them were tied with Marysville at
to improve as a team.
halftime, thanks to a goal by Rick
"We need an individual to break Ferrari. In the second half, Ferrari
out of the pack and establish a went on to net two more goals
better finish. That will challenge while freshman standout Adrian
the rest of the team to move up as
well."
So far this year, the runners
have been finishing close to one
another, but they haven't been able
to place higher in the overall Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor
standings.
John Carroll's womens cross
They have mostly been finishing in the middle of the pack. country team has had a very sucStu pica hopes this will change but cessful season thus far, and conhe admits it may be a gradual tinues to improve with each week.
Last Saturday the women traveled
process.
"We are not physically ready to take parLin the National Cathoto make that move right now. lic Invitational and finished 2nd in
However, in the next couple of the college division and tenth
weeks we will look to move to- overall.
Junior Danielle Sluga placed
wards that challenge."
Their performances tills year fifth overall as she finished in
have been a bit disappointing, but 19:23.8. Julie Koscinski was the
the team is out practicing ev- next streak to finish as she placed
eryday to improve and strive 'lOth overall. She was followed by
to reach the goal set forth by Sue Stukus who came in 15th.
The blue streaks finished with
their coach.
87
total points.
Since they are so close in
ability, it will be interesting to see
who will step forth and lead the
team to another level.
The next invitational fortbemen
will be held this Saturday, October 2, at Heidelberg. The
race is scheduled to start at
ll :OOa.m.

Men's cross country
gradually improving
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

Although they finished last at
the Wooster invitational last
weekend, John Carroll's men's
cross country team is showing
sighs of gr'at1ual improvement.
The Col lege ofWooster hosted
eleven other teams last Saturday
and John Carroll scored 292 total
points to place 12th.
Cross town rival, Case Western Reserve looked strong as they
ran away with first place by scoring 32 points. Their low point
total was due to their having the
top three runners in the meet.
Carroll's first runner to cross
the finish line placed 43rd overall,
and the second finisher for the
streaks placed 47th.
Although it seems as though
the results were poor, the team is
showi ng improvements in other
areas.
Because they are young, they
are using this season as a kind of
learning experience, and arc improving gradually in times with
every week.
Head coach Don Stupica is not
overly concerned with the performances of his young team this
season. As a matter of fact, he
seems optimistic about the future
of the team.
"[Last Saturday] everyone improved individuaJiy."

•

~~ nol~~ming
Weelcend
Owner Michael Day - Class of 1981 Alum
Ccnler
Unlverslly Hetghls

RoaJ

showed in the tOurnament.
The next opponent for the men
will be Ashland on Tuesday at
4:00p.m.
Although offensively, the
women weren't quite as successful as the men, they got the job
done on defense and defeated St.
Mary's College of Indiana last
Saturday 1-0.
The women played on an extremely wet surface but managed
to pull out the victory.
The lone goal was scored by
sophomore Thea Counsler as she
was assisted by Molly Burke.
The lady streaks will kick off
homecoming weekend by hosting
Capital on Friday. The game is
scheduled to begin at 4 p.m.

Women's Cross Country
team continues success

Besl WisL.es

2261 Warrensvl ll e

Del Busso scored one on an assist
from Ferrari.
Sunday's game against
Wilmington was also lied at halflime due to a goal by Rick Ferrari.
Adrian Del Busso added the winning goal in the second half to put
the team at 2-0 in the tournament.
Ferrari was awarded the most
outstanding offensive player of
the tournament award. Also, Del
Busso' s goals continued his seven
game goal scoring streak.
Seruor goalkeeper Mike Lyons
said,
"We won because our defense
really worked together. Tom Hahn
played superb soccer."
Straub said , " We're becoming
more productive. We're doing the
tittle things we need to do to win
games."
According to Straub, the team's
only problem was taking care of
possession of the ball.
Carroll has won seven consecutive games and has taken an
early lead in the OAC race with a
record of2-0.
Rick Ferrari is third in the
conference with 2.22 points per
game. Del Busso is ninth in the
conference with 1.44 points per
game. These statistics do not re11ect the dominance the two

932-7550 •~

The performance was impressive as many of the schools participating were much larger than
John Carroll. This is something
which may benefit the team down
the road. Senior Sue Stukus explains:
"We ran against tough competition. That only better prepares
us for meets with OAC teams."
Stukus is also pleased with the
efforts put forth by the team.
"We've definitely improved
from last year. Everyone is running better. Hopefully we' II peak
at the right time."
The next meet is scheduled for
Saturday at Heidelberg with the
race to begin at II :OOa.m ..
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Spikers win three more Streaks
improving record to 21-3
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

-

John Carroll's volleybaJJ team
seems to have hiL their mid-season
stride as they brez7ed through three
matches last Saturday when they
hosted a quad invite.
It was the first home appearance
of the season for the streaks which
head coach Gretchen Wcitbrecht
said may have caused some jitters.
"I think the team was a liule
nervous to be home. We've played
so many matches on the road this
season that it as kind of a shock to
be on our own court. But once
they got the initial jitters out, they
played very well."
The nerves may have affected
the streaks in their first match with
Denison, but they eventually prevailed with a 16-14, 15-IOvictory.
The next two matches provided
little difficulty· for the spikers as
they downed Walsh ( 15-5, 15-6)
and Capital ( 15-6, 15-4).
After Saturday's victories the
teams season record was an impress ive 21-3, which according to
Weitbrecht, may be credited to
the depth of the team.
"We still haven' t arrived at a

set line-up. We can play a lot of
different people, so we have yet to
find the strongest line-up. More
and more people can contribute
playing time which is a credit to
the depth of the team."
One constant in the line-up is
junior stand-out Stacy Mullally.
After being named MVP of the
previous tournament the streaks
participated in, she was named the
Ohio Athletic Conference player
of the week. She continues to
dominate in the kills department
as she added many more to her
season total last Saturday.
The continued strong play of
Mullally and the combination
Weitbrecht is using seems to be
working as the team has compiled eight straight victories prior
to their OAC opener with Ohio
Northern this past Tuesday.
However, Weitbrecht says that
conference play is approached
a bit differently than the
invitationals tbey have been
participating in this pa s t
month.
"The conference matches seem
to have more significance because
so much is at stake. Everyone is

shooting for the conference title,
bragging rights, and the rights to
hold the conference championships."
With their strong performances
in the invitationals the streaks look
to be the favorites in the OAC and
host the conference championships for the second year in a row.
The streaks faced numerous
ranked opponents early in the season, which will help prepare them
for the s tiff competition in the
OAC, but Weitbrecht says their
toughest opponent will be themselves.
"We might be our own toughest opponent. It'sa very emotional
and mental game in terms of being
in control. How we hit the floor
could very well determine the outcome. Wejustemphasizeonepoint
at a time, one game at a time, and
one match at a time."
The team will keep that philosophy in mind tonight as they
travel to take on Oberlin at
7:00p.m..
The next home match for the
spikerswill be on Tuesday when
they face Heidelberg. The
match will begin at 6:30p.m ..

Rick Ferrari
11he senior soccer
forward exploded for
five goals and an assist last week helping
the blue streaks get
back on the winning
track. He was also
named the most outstanding offensive
player
at
the
Wilmington tournament last weekend.

IN

of the week

Danielle Sluga
The junior two sport athlete placed
fifth in the Catholic
cross country invitational last Friday at
the University of
Notre Dame, and
then went on to help
the women's soccer
team defeat St.
Mary's College on
Saturday.

THE

WoLF & PoT
THIS FRIDAY, 8-llpm

the eddie's
LIVE MUSIC!
ADMISSION IS FREE!
MoNDAY NIGHT FooTBALL
EvERY MoNDAY!

-...

HOT WINGSEVERY NIGHT!
7PM -

--

MIDNIGHT•

Sat., 10/2Sun. 10/3Tues. 10/5Wed. 10/6Thurs. 10/7Fri. 10/8Sun. 10/10Tues. 10/12Wed. 10/13Thurs. 10/14Sat. 10/16Sun. 10/17Tues. 10/19Wed. 10/20Thurs. 10/21Sat. 10/23Sun. 10/24Tues. 10/26Wed. 10/27Thurs. 10/28Sat. 10/30Sun. 10/31-

Monty Python's Search for the Holy
Grail, The Life of Brian
Airplane, The Naked Gun
' Sixteen Candles, Footloose
The Breakfast Club, Dead Poet's Society
Animal Houes, Vacation
Fletch, Fletch Lives
Field of Dreams, A League of Their Own
Major League, Bull Durham
The Natural, The Babe
Mr. Baseball, The Bad News Bears
Always, Memphis Belle
Parenthood, LA Story
Clean and Sober, Mr. Mom
Caddyshack,Caddyshachll
He Said, She Said; She's Having A Baby
Broadcast News, Children of a Lesser God
Misery, Flatliners
Addams Family, Dead Again
HellRaiser, Children of the Corn
Army of Darkness, Child's Play
Friday the 13th: Part I, Pet Semeta:ry
Halloween, Halloween II

the first mouie listed will begin at 8pm. the 2nd at approx. 1 Opm
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"VIDEO RENTALS l"
ACROSS

1 Female's pattner
5 ScandinaVIan god of
thunder
9 Ubtartan's wamlngs
13 Type of exam
14M~--15 Sword
16 MlliuiLJ 1. Fox /1IO'olk
19 Cunnlng
20 Butter substitute
21 Habllualed
22 Beer
23 Brat

24
27
28
31
32
33
34

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45

Monkeyshines
Expectorate
D.C. lobby org.
Ms.. Doone
Eng's. Prince
New York college
Kevin Kostnu movie
Mighty trees
bellum
Tartallze
Aves. cousins
Fomle( spouses
Commences
Louisville sluggers
SWrow
"OulOf
leg bone---

48
49 Broadway sign
52 M~ Strup movit
55 Challenge
56 HI the road
57 Fori< part
58 Franch fern. salrU
59 River to the North Sea
60 Mimics

DOWN
t CrOV.Us
2 Russian sea
3 Netlllce
4 B.P.O.E. member
s Portable galoshes
6 Santa's greellng
7 SIN8et ending

8 Update the furniture
9 Sling

10 Urgeon
Notthere
Sow
Olympic triumpt\s
BrDilantly colored bird
College credit
22 SkU! cavity
23 NASA frontier
24 Female choir members
25 Bareheaded ?
26 Diffi::dt trips
1t
12
t4
t7
t8

43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

51

Morsels

Push
Sums
Notable deed
As numerous as chi:lcen
lips
Strikebreaker
Uner
_ _ Lacoste d teMis
fame
Undargrotrod assets

53 Moray

54 RR Depot

Ooses
28 Type of bear
29 • 11s good to keep - ITTnT.'lil~;r.:r.;;,.;;,..--;;r.;"lr;-r;-,
_egg"
30 Lawsuits
32 Ice cream contailers """'"'~~1-:':-l.i.
27

Steel bar
Paymaster's need
Harmorae
Par capita
42 Mississippi mud

33
35
36
41

MANNEQUINN
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Afl()CIATES

Excellent Extra Incomeenvelope stuffing, $600-$800
every week. Free Details:
SASE to International Inc.
137 5 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230.
Greeks- Clubs, Student
Groups. Raise as much as you
want
in
one
week.
$100,$600,$1500. Market
applications for Citibank,
VISA, MCI, SEARS,
AMOCO, etc. CaJI for your
FREET-SHIRTand to qualify
for FREE Trip to MTV Spring
Break '94. Call 1-800-9320528, ext.65.
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transfers, parties and more.
Nassau, Paradise Island,
Cancun, Jamaica, San Juan.
Organize a small group-Earn
FREE trip plus commissions.
1-800-GET SUN-1.

Ruby Tuesday RestaurantOpening Oct 6. We're still
looking for a few great servers.
We know you're out there, we
just don't know what you're
waiting for. We promise this
will be the best place you have
ever worked. We offer great
times, great money and good
benefits for full-time team
members. We believe the team
1 - - - - - - - - - - - l way is the only way. 24325
DIALAMERICA- This job Chagrin Blvd. Pavilion Cenwill help you develop market- ter, Beachwood.
ing and communication skills. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f
Experience great for resume. To the ladies at the end of first
WE OFFER: am/pm hours, floor East. Thank you for your
top pay, paid training. TO support these past weeks and
QUALIFY: must be eager to thanks for slowing down for
learn, money motivated, de- me.
pendable and articulate. CaJl l - - - - - - - - - - - 1
333-3367.
For sale-one round trip plane
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - i ticket to anywhere in the contiGREEKS&CLUB-Raise up nental U.S. or Canada. Must
to $1 000 in just one week. For be used before Nov. 29, 1993.
your frat, sorority, or club. Call 397-2815
Plus $1000 for yourself. And 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1
a FREE T-SHIRT just for Something funny happened on
calling 1800-932-0528 ext. 75. my way to class this past
Spring Break-7 nights from Tuesday .. .I looked down and
$299. Includes: Air, hotel, found a banana.
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JOHN & CAROL

DOMEHEADS 11: CRYING

TERESA TUJAKA

ROBERT J. CORRIGAN
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Heidelber g defeats Carroll 28-17
overall and 2-0 in the OAC) a 140 advantage late into the second
quarter.
Senior Blue Streak placekicker
Mario Valente narrowed the score
to 14-3, by booting a 30-yard field
goal as the first half came to a
close.
"Going into halftime ... there
wasn'tasingleperson who thought
we were going to lose," senior
flanker Jon Beech said. "The
confidence was there."
And JCU came out with confidence, as junior quarterback P.J.
Insana scurried for a 27-yard
touchdown run to begin second
half scoring, cutting the lead to a
14-10 deficit.
But the 'Berg's Maple came
right back, by connecting with
Boes on an 8-yard pass for his
third and final touchdown of the
day.
The final blow came when senior Heidelberg linebacker Bryce
Davis picked up a John Carroll
miscue and rambled 45 yards to
put six more points on the board.
The Streaks made an another
effort to come l>ack under the
leadership of junior quarterback
Tim Boyle who replaced Insana
and was 3-3 passing, including his
first toucdown toss of the year to
senior flanker Gregg Genovese

Jude Killy
~ant

Sports Editor

Short routes. cnsp passes and
execuuon. Those were the steps
the Student Princes of He1delberg
took to chip away at the visiting
Blue Streaks of John Carroll,
eventually downing them 28-17,
blemishing their perfect record
overall and in the OAC.
Senior Heidelberg quarterback
Steve Maple, who passed for 232
yards and three touchdowns,
never completed a pass for more
than 25 yards.
"They didn't get the big pass,"
assistant head coach and defensive coordinator Regis Scafe said.
"They weredinking us...and (they)
took advantage of a possession
type" passing game.
Maple played toss with senior
wide receiver Greg Lehrer who
caught II of Maple's 19 completions for 159 yards receiving.
Lehrer was the target of choice
everywhere but the end wne.
Instead, Lehrer's counterpart,
junior wide receiver Bob Boes
caught the glory, and the touchdowns, pulling down three
touchdown passes of 18, 15, and 8
yards.
Boes' first two touchdowns
were the first points of the game,
giving the Student Princes (3-0

with I .54 remaining in the conIC'>!.

But it was too little too late.
"The) executed and we had
breakdowns here and there," said
Scafe.
"It was a team thing ... not one
play or one guy... a team loss."
The loss of the game, John
Carroll's first of the season in the
OAC and overall, wasn't the only
loss endured.
Aaron Perusek, the only JCU
returning defensive starter, sufferedabroken ankle returing an
on-side kick attempt. He is
expected to miss the rest of

the season.
"Aaron's a great ballplayer and
we're gonna miss him," said
Beech of the sen1or free safety.
"Everybody offensively and defensively will have to come together and make up (for) his loss."
Scafe's sentiments were similar to Beech's. "He called all our
signals," the seven year assistant
head coach said of Perusek. "It
will be tough without him," he
added.
Freshman Dean Lamirand is
expec;ted to replace Perusek.
But the Blue Streaks are staying positive and trying to look

ahead to more victories.
"(We arc going to) get back to
the bas1cs and people doing things
right." Scafesaid in preparation of
this weekend's Homecoming game
against undefeated Ohio Northern.
"They just come after you ...and
they arc a real attacking type defense," Scafe noted.
"Wegotoureyesopened pretty
good last week," Beech, who had
two receptions in the losing effort,
said. "And we have come to the
realization that there are no easy
games from here on out."
Kick-off time is scheduled for
2:00p.m. at Wasmer Field.

Golfers take first at Otterbein
Colleen

C r:.!:
e:!:
a~m
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r _ _ __

Sports Editor

The men's golf team got their
season off to a great start as they
placed first in the Otterbein College Golf Invitational on September 17th and 18th.
Although their results in last
weekends Ohio Wesleyan Invite
weren't quiet as desirable, their
first place performance at
Otterbein shows the potential of
the team.
At Otterbein, freshmen Steve
Voinovich had rounds of 76 and
80 and Brian Unk. shot 80 and 76

placing them in a tie for second
place.
Franklin's Brian Dinwiddie
placed first at the invite beating
Voinovich and Unk by only one
stroke.
Senior Paul Voinovich placed
fourth with rounds of 83 and 75.
and Bob Marsh tied for tenth with
rounds of 83 and 80.
This invite proved to head
coachMikeMoran that the team is
full of potential. He seems to be
optimistic about the strength of
the team and is confident in each
one's ability.

"This is a very good team. On
any given day one of our top four
golfers can win a tournament. They
are a very balanced group. We
just need some more consistency
out of the five spot."
Although the team finished
fif'lh at last weekends Ohio
Wesleyan In\ ite, losing to
many of the teams they had
beaten at Otterbein, the potential is still there.
The next opportunity for the
team will be this weekend when
they travel to Woostertotakeplace
in the L.C. Boles Invitational.

ALL COMPUTERS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL. SOME HAVE NO EQUAL

STAR LEASING
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

1-800-887-7827
24HOURS

COMPAQ Contura 486 Notebook Computer
• BIW VGA Screen

• 120MB HD
• Enhanced B/W YGA Monitor
• Nickel Cadmium Battery

$1,096

of
•120MB HD
• Modem
~Software & Accessories
• Wordperfect
•Norton PC Anywhere
• Extra Battery
HP Deskjet Portable
• Aux. Ballcry
• Nylon Carry Case
Printer
• After DARK for Window!>
$500 Value
• Quicken for Windows

FREE!!

• The Far Side Daily Planner

COMPAQ Contura 386 Notebook Com~uter

$99.50 per month

$68.50 per month
Add a Full Color VGA Screen & Pay O nly $95/Mon th

Other Systems & Printers Available
• Panasonic

• Okidata

• Company

• IBM

• Hewlett Packard

• NEC

•Apple

• Epson

• Laser
•CD-ROM

COMPAQ Desk~ro 386/25Mhz

-

• 120MB HD

• 4 MB RAM

• Wordperfect

• Quicken

• Modem

• SVGA Color Monitor

• Mouse

• Mouse pad

• Windows 3. 1

• DOS 6.0

• Personal Law firm - Contract generator
• COMPAQ Personal audio system with voice command

• FREE EPSON AP-2250 PRINTER TO
THE FIRST 10 THAT RESPOND
• JUST $100.00 DOW N/and $47.90 per
mon th (No a pplication or set-up fees)
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STARTING AS LOW AS
$6.03 per month

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE
• Mouse • DOS 6.0 • Windows
• Free Delivery/Set-up • 1 Hr Free Training
• 3 Yr Warrenty --Non pro-rated
• 5 Hrs Free Help Desk Support
• $ 1.00 Purchase Option at End of Lease

FREE
Athletic Bag
With
Every Purchase

Add a
CD-ROl\1
for as little as
$1 1.30 per month

